
UFC 248: Adesanya vs. Romero Betting Breakdown 

The Bets: 

• 1.5 units @ +195 AND 1 unit @ +240 on Yoel Romero to win versus Israel Adesanya 

• 2 units @ +145 Viana versus Whitmire Fight Does Not Go The 3 Round Distance 

• 2.5 units @ +120 Klose versus Dariush Fight Does Not Go The 3 Round Distance 

• 5 units @ -165 Jamall Emmers to win versus Giga Chikadze 

 

1.5 units @ +195 AND 1 unit @ +240 on Yoel Romero to win versus Israel 

Adesanya → Is still Romero +240 per 5Dimes(the SportsBook I use) 

Despite losing in some of his recent fights, I thought Romero looked good as he fought 

very competitively with rising star, Paulo Costa and arguably beat Robert Whittaker (split 

decision at UFC 225). Romero’s cardio is his glaring liability as he has a lot of muscle mass and is 

an explosive athlete. The good thing though is that Romero showed against Whittaker that 

despite getting tired he can push a good pace in the later rounds as well as showing his power is 

threatening then too (had Whittaker hurt in rounds 3, 4, and 5). At 43 years young, I believe 

Yoel Romero will beat champion, Israel Adesanya. I am high on Israel overall as I bet him to beat 

champion at the time they fought, Robert Whittaker (5-unit max bet) and high-level contender, 

Kelvin Gastelum (4 units). Despite cashing those bets, I noticed something in Israel’s game I 

know Yoel is capable of exploiting.  Israel is a VERY credentialed striker which shows in his 

offensive striking as he is technical, varied, threatening, and strikes at a decent rate. However, 

defensively, Israel does not fight like a very credentialed striker. Israel enjoys being a flashy 

striker and pull his head straight back with his chin high and his hands at his waist to get out of 

the way of his opponents striking threat by a small margin. This is very evident in Israel’s fights 

with Whittaker and Gastelum (hurt him badly in the 4th round). Derek Brunson was able to 

counter Israel in pursuit of the finish with a hard-overhand left while Brunson was rocked 

because of this as well. While Adesanya was not knocked out by these fighters, he absorbed 

many significant head strikes due to this tendency. Romero has big power and is deceptive as 

well as precise with his striking threat. Romero has shown that he can hurt even durable 

fighters (had Costa hurt more than once). Israel, while he has not been knocked out in MMA, he 

has been hurt (i.e. against Gastelum) and was knocked out in Kickboxing. I was perplexed to see 

Gastelum go for a takedown in round 4 when he noticeably had Israel hurt. Had Gastelum 

chose to strike persistently in that sequence he very well may have earned the knockout. 

Israel’s got the reach & height advantages and I expect him to attempt to utilize them to 

methodically pick Romero apart at range, but Israel does not control range as well as I’d like 

him to. Israel is allowing the opposition he is significantly longer than to close distance on him 

repeatedly (i.e. Gastelum). Gastelum and Whittaker where closing distance on him consistently 

and landing effective head strikes due to Israel’s striking defense being a liability once the 

distance was closed. Romero’s great chin, ability to slip punches well, and keeping a high guard 



will likely mitigate Israel’s striking threat at range so he can close distance without taking much 

damage. Romero can wrestle here, but I am not projecting him for more than a few (3-5) 

takedowns as he will likely conserve his energy for more emphasis in the striking exchanges. In 

other words, I do not believe Romero NEEDS to wrestle to win this fight. The wrestling may help 

Romero win rounds, but I believe we see a knockout materialize here from Romero to become 

champion. Lastly, it is my understanding Israel may be dealing with a staph infection which my 

hurt his cardio, but it may not have a significant effect on him as it’s hard to quantify how it will 

affect him (if at all). Another fighter that comes to mind that dealt with a staph infection is 

Kevin Lee against Tony Ferguson (UFC 216) where Kevin noticeably slowed down, but that does 

not necessarily mean it result from the staph infection as Kevin Lee has slowed down in other 

fights he's had in the past. It does not change my opinion of the matchup as I think Romero 

wins this bout without taking this ‘factor’ into consideration. And New. 

 

2.5 units @ +120 Klose versus Dariush Fight Does Not Go The 3 Round Distance 

→Is now +105 per 5Dimes (the SportsBook I use) 

Both fighters are on impressive winning streaks and now that they are matched up against each 

other, I think there are some stylistic differences that can be exploited here (particularly 

Dariush having success against Klose). On tape, Klose is tough, is a pressure fighter, is durable 

(though he was rocked by Giagos) and is physically strong. I noticed Klose’s defensive grappling 

is a huge liability though. Klose has given up his back a few times (Christos Giagos, Lando 

Vanatta, and Marc Diakase) and despite being in trouble (i.e. was nearly submitted by Giagos 

because he gave up his back and was not defending adequately in the second round. And was 

dominated on the mat by Bobby Green) on the mat, has not been submitted. While Giagos and 

Green clearly have grappling proficiencies respectively, I believe Dariush is superior submission 

grappler and will have even more success (and lead to a submission) on the mat against Klose.  

Also, I noticed Klose can be taken down by former opponents, Christos Giagos, Lando Vanatta, 

Bobby Green, and Marc Diakase. I think Dariush can take down Klose and have a CLEAR 

grappling advantage as Dariush is a Black Belt in Brazilian Ju Jitsu and I expect him to submit 

Drakkar if he gets in top position on the mat. Beniel can out strike Drakkar on the feet, but I 

think the striking exchanges give Klose a much better chance to win this fight. Klose is not 

known as a huge power puncher, but his pressure style combined with the fact Dariush has 

been hurt in several fights (i.e. against Dober, Barboza, Hernandez, and Nijem) make Klose live 

to get the TKO/KO finish. Beneil has shown much more urgency to get the fight to the mat in his 

three most recent fights, so I expect him to have urgency here as well. I expect Beneil to get the 

submission here, but if he is unsuccessful, I believe Klose will earn the TKO/KO finish.  

*wasn’t fighting hands correctly against Giagos’ sub attempts 



 

 

*Klose was mounted by Bobby Green

 

*Despite being very tired and slowed down significantly by lower body kicks, Lando Vanatta 

was able to take Klose down and take his back 



 

 

*Klose giving up his back to Marc Diakase 

 

 

2 units @ +145 Viana versus Whitmire Fight Does Not Go The 3 Round Distance 

→Is now +125 per 5Dimes (the SportsBook I use) 



I believe Viana is the superior submission grappler though as she is a BJJ world champion and 

has looked less susceptible on the mat than Whitmire who has been submitted in all three of 

her professional MMA losses. Whitmire has had her back taken a few times in the UFC (twice 

against Ribas and once against Roberson) and gives up the clinch without much resistance 

(Ribas has able to get the clinch within the first minute of rounds 1 and 2). I think Viana will look 

to clinch with Whitmire in order to take the fight to the mat where I think she has a big 

advantage. In the submission loss to Gillian Roberson, Whitmire was submitted by Roberson 

from her guard which is a concern for this upcoming matchup because I can see Viana doing the 

same. If Viana gets Whitmire’s back, I expect her to earn the submission. In terms of the 

striking, I think Viana is the more threatening striker as she has some power/throws hard, but I 

do not think the striking advantage will be the difference maker in this fight though there is the 

chance Viana can earn a TKO/KO finish as she has some non-submission stoppage victories prior 

to the UFC including a win over Amanda Ribas. Lastly, there’s a chance Whitmire is in an 

advantages position on the mat due to a scramble, and submits Viana like Macedo did though I 

think it’s much less likely here.  

*Whitmire got her back taken against Roberson 

 

*Ribas took Whitmire’s back and threatened with submission attempts 

 



*Another back take from Ribas against Whitmire 

 

5 units @ -165 Jamall Emmers to win versus Giga Chikadze →Is now -190 per 

5Dimes (the SportsBook I use) 

I am very excited to see Jamall Emmers make his UFC debut. Emmers is very talented and holds 

wins over Cory Sandhagen and Alexander Hernandez. Emmers has the potential to really 

dominate this matchup against Giga Chikadze assuming he shows up at his best (which I am 

expecting him to). Emmers is the superior striker as he fights at the higher pace, is light on his 

feet, is the crisper striker, controls distance well, has power, and is the superior athlete relative 

to his opponent, Giga Chikadze. Giga has a kickboxing background and while striking is his best 

skillset, he has looked vulnerable there as he does not move his head much off the center line, 

does not keep a high guard, does not throw in combination (Emmers does), and is not a varied 

striker. On the mat, Emmers has a massive advantage as he is the superior wrestler and 

grappler by a wide margin. Emmers is a threatening submission grappler as he hunts for the 

finish once on the mat and Giga does not have adequate defensive wrestling (was taken down a 

few times by Davis and on the Contender Series without much resistance) nor defensive 

grappling (had his guard passed a lot was submitted on the Contender Series). Additionally, 

Emmers has the much better cardio (Giga was tired in round 2 against Davis), has fought the 

much higher level of competition, and is more experienced in mixed martial arts. The bet for 

me here is clearly Emmers as he is superior fighter by a wide margin.  

*Giga was mounted by Brandon Davis 

 

 



*Giga was mounted on the Contender Series 

 

 

 

 


